SPLITTING BRICKS

1. Pull the Hairpin Cotter Pin and the Back Height Adjustment Pin to adjust the back height of one of the three height adjustment spaces. Then reinsert the Back Height Adjustment Pin and the Hairpin Cotter Pin.

2. Then, with the handle in the “up” position, place the brick in the center of the blades underneath the Blade Hinge Pin. For accurate angle cutting, use our optional Cutting Guide Table (sold separately).

3. If the bottom blade is not touching the brick, adjust the bottom base spring height by tightening down both Bottom Base Hex Bolts until the table height is equal to the bottom blade.

4. Next, adjust the Tension Knob so that the top blade is flush with brick. Push down the handle by using the black rubber covering on the handle to split the brick.

Bon’s Paver & Brick Buster is of the newest generation of portable brick splitters. This innovative splitter offers fast easy cutting of bricks and pavers. Each hardened blade has three cutting edges to provide longer life, and with three height adjustment sizes and a fine adjustment for the top blade. Bon’s Paver & Brick Buster saves time, is portable, and is economically priced.

Bottom Blade Replacement – Do not attempt to pry the welded clamps. Use the following instructions to replace the bottom blade or to change the cutting side of the blade. Remove both Base Hex Bolts and the Base Springs. Then, remove the bottom Allen Bolt. After you remove the bottom Allen Bolt, pull the Hairpin Cotter Pin and remove the Back Height Adjustment Pin. The Top Throat Assembly is then able to be separated from the bottom base. The blade can then be easily removed. Reversing the above instructions, assemble the unit back together and you are ready to start using Bon’s Paver & Brick Buster again.

Top Blade Replacement – Do not attempt to break the welded clamps. Remove the Hairpin Cotter Pin and remove the Back Height Adjustment Pin. Then, the Top Throat Assembly can be pushed forward. Then remove one of the Snap Rings and the Top Hinge Pin. The Top Blade Assembly can then be removed and the blade changed. Reversing the above instructions, assemble the unit back together and the unit is ready to use again.

Maintenance

Be sure to grease the Blade Hinge Pin and Tension Knob regularly. Keep the splitter clean. For replacement parts reference Bon’s Paver & Brick Buster parts list [PL11590], contact Bon customer service at 800-444-7060 or visit us on the web at www.bontool.com.

For more information, contact your nearest Bon Tool Co. authorized distributor or Bon Tool Co. at 724-443-7080.

ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GLASSES WHEN OPERATING UNIT TO AVOID INJURY.